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CONGRESSIONAL RECORD - Extensions of Remarks

fifth suspect WL'l arrested this week In Sa- norance I did not know that I would NOT
vannah.
have to compete with them directly because
Dennis Webb, who has owned the Jewelry of certain criteria such as dance form and
store In Springfield !or 20 years, said this operating budget. The odds for me, In the
WL'l his first robbery.
beginning, seemed insurmountable-I had to
"It is amazing and refreshing that th
ecome a non-profit organization Cl WL'l the
jewelry was returned," Mr. Webb said. "It
t dance company In New Mexico to do
makes me fe~eal-goodo··You hope people so>. rove a track record <at that time I
are lllte- that, and in Rincon. apparently didn' have much of one here but did have
~-&re."
··-1n Sp11-ln>, deal with budgets <of which I had
nb e perience whatsoever>, try to understan the unique language of arts adrilinisDEBATE OVER THE NATIONAL
tra on, etc., only to be turned do'l1m for my
e orts the first couple of times. <After beENDOWMENT FOR THE ARTS
coming more familiar with the grant procedure, I began to understand the necessity to
HON. BIU RICHARDSON
let time weed out the "flakes"-those people
OF NEW MEXICO
who impulsively and unrealistically suddenly decide they are going to become 'dreamIN THE HOUSE OF REP
ATIVES
ers and artists'.)
---!Ai~~d'IZ1ine 19, 1990
So I do understand. to a certain point,
Mr. RICHARDSON. Mr. Speaker, while the why artists are reluctant and/or impatient
debate over the National Endowment for the to involve themselves with seemingly overArts continues to rage, I believe it is impera- whelming odds, but whether or not the
artist is incapable or unwilling to Join the
tive that we consider the views of those with system. the system is there. The NEA Is a
experience in the arts field. Maria Benitez, di- Just and fair system and its one and only
rector of the Institute for Spanish Arts and a purpose is to help us and we had better well
world renowned dancer and choreographer, is learn to adjust ourselves to it. We all want
extremely well qualified _.tQ... understand the to be in the studio where we belong and, of
manner in which art enriches our lives. In fact, course, would much prefer not having to
Maria Benitez and her dance company have deal with such mundane matters 11.'l to how
to pay the rent this month, where the next
enriched the lives of New Mexicans and audi- buck is coming from. contract negotiations,
ences around the world. Furthermore, Maria all types of legal and business matters and
Benitez has served on the NEA's peer review decisions that have nothing to do with our
panels and has firsthand experience with this particular artistic expression. But that Is a
total luxury that most of us will never be
fine agency.
In a recent letter to John Agristo, the presi- able to afford, unless we are independently
dent of Saint John's College and a member of wealthy and few of us are that. I! younger,
less-established artists are forced to take
the independent commission reviewing the full-time
Jobs to support themselves. they
NEA, Maria Benitez outlines the NEA's tre- will never have the time or energy to develmendous value to artists and audiences op 11.'l artists. We must pursue not only our
acro5s our Nation. This thoughtful letter from own artistic endeavors but also must learn
a major artist adds balance and perspective to to make ourselves sophisticated in the art of
a debate lacking these qualities. Mr. Speaker, survival 11.'l well. Besides performing reveI request that the letter be inserted into the nues, which are haphazard at best, the one
RECORD and commend it to my colleagues' most single impartant art of survival, for me
and many other art organizations, is the Naattention.
tional Endowment for the Arts.
SANTA Fz. NM.
I am very happy I did go through the
June 11, 1990.
grant process, troublesome and problematic
Mr. JOHN AGRESTO,
11.'l it is. I am still going through the process
President. SL John's College, Santa Fe, Nill and will continue to do so. Since the midDEAR MR. AGRESTO: In the Santa Fe New seventies my company, the Maria Benitez
Mexican <617/90>. I-read, with great interest Spanish Dance Company hL'l received nuyour comments on the National Endowment merous grants from the NEA and probably
for the Arts and the f:i,C.t that you are on would not have survived without them. We
the advisory commission to "reach some rec- have toured throughout the United States
ommendations about the future of the NEA many times and in Europe. We have perand its grant making procedures". You formed in major cities in major theatres 11.'l
added that you had received "virtually well 11.'l the smallest communities. Besides
nothing from the Santa Fe community" in concerts, we have performed countless lecregards to the controversy that now sur- ture-demos for people of all ages, particularrounds that organization. One reason may ly elementary, junior and senior high school
be is that the Santa Fe community has not students. All of this and much more would
been sufficiently informed of the situation. have been impossible without help from the
Reading the paper was the first time I NEA. I am not tooting my own horn. believe
heard of it. I hope my letter will not be the me, but want to emphasize that grants enonly one that you receive.
abled us to do all these things and to
Another reason may be what might become what we are-the major Spanish
appear 11.'l an indifferent attitude from art- dance company in this country that is capaists from this area concerning the NEA. But ble of moving into the European market 11.'l
perhaps It is not so much an indifference, well. And even though we tour much more
but a feeling of not being able to compete than most dance companies, we still lose
on a national level and. most of all, a feeling money 11.'l do all the dance companies with
of inadequacy when it comes to filling out whom I am familiar. Without subsidy we
mountains of complicated forms and con- 'Would all have to price ourselves out of the
fronting the bureaucratic process of grant market ... then people would be without
making and awarding. I certainly felt that Jo~not only the artists themselves but a
way when I first started in the early seven- host of others who depend on their activity
ties. I had to be practically tarred and such as arts administrators, box/office perfeathered before I was persuaded to get into sonnel, touring and stage managers, light
the process. In my ignorance, I felt I had ab- designers, to name a few. I am sure graphic
solutely no chance of competing with say, designers, printers. photographers would
large companies like the NYC Ballet or feel an effect too. Of course, who would lose
Martha Graham, so why bother? In my lg- . out the most would be the general public.
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Over the years I have been a panelist on
two different NEA panels-Dance and InterArts. I was in~ited to return but their meetings were almost always scheduled during
the height of our Santa Fe or touring
season. I continue to evaluate from time to
' time. Being on these panels WL'l a real
"hands on" education in the grant process
and I found that process to be very fair. A
genuine effort is made to give the hundreds
of applications the attention and concern
they deserve. Panelists are rotated off every
two years in order to bring in others with
new and fresh points of view and provide
them with that learning process as well.
The experience for me WL'l invaluable. I
honestly think that the funding procedure
the NEA now incorporates is the best, in
that a national peer group discusses, trades
Information and evaluates companies and
individuals for funding recommendations.
Policy making is done by indi\iduals and
artists who have been in the business for
years-from the largest companies to the
smallest. Every effort is made to involve
people from different arell.'l of the country.
I would be definitely opposed to funds
being appropriated to the states for grant
distribution. Most of the states, as separate
entities, do not have a large enough pool of
expertise on the state level. Can you imagine· having the likes of <to name a few)
Arlene Croce, author and dance critic for
the New Yorker; Arthur MitChell, Director,
Dance Theatre of Harlem; Jack Anderson,
author and dance critic for the New York
Times; Michael Smuin, Director, San Francisco Ballet <at that time>; Merrill Brockway, PBS Dance in America TV; arts administrators and commissioners from around
the country, etc., all on the same panel at
the same time??? That is possible only on a
national level and I had the pleasure of
being on that panel. Pretty mind-boggling
for a little girl from Taos, New Mexico!
I don't think any of us would argue what
the NEA hL'l done to enrich our cultural life
and what the NEA has done for countless
arts organizations and artists throughout
the country. In comparison, we, being the
richest coutnry in the world give less for the
arts per capita than European-Socialist
countries. Nevertheless. our procedure for
funding is far more democratic. For example. young, emerging artists in _Spain have
little chance of competing with more established artists and funding decision makers
are not 'rotated off' but may stay on for
years with their views and biases. The Spanish government does not have panels that
evaluate and recommend and funds are distributed to a select few by a select few. Yet,
the state pays for the majority of public
performances.
Mr. Agresto, thank you for your time in
reading this long letter. I know you are as
busy 11.'l I in getting on with the Jobs we
have at hand. I will be sending copies of this
letter to various people 11.'l I feel it states
pretty clearly where I stand.
Regards,
MARIA BENITEZ.

Direcror,

Maria Benitez Spanuh Dance Co.

A TRIBUTE TO HERMAN
FINKELSTEIN

HON. ROBERT W. KASTENMEIER
OF WISCONSIN

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Tuesday, June 19, 1990
Mr. KASTENMEIER. Mr. Speaker, I rise to
note the passing last month of Herman Finkel-
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EXTENSION OF MORNING
BUSINESS
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I say "a worthwhile, vital, and necessary organization,'' and I mean Just
that. There Is not a Senator who
serves here whose constituents have
not been provided with exhibitions of.
art and culture which simply would
not have been p~qJenwithg,ut :\i10do
p
-·'''~'"'~·::state
6
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to be associated with that. and it also
receives a measure of supPort annually
from the NEA-$16,000 in fiscal year
1989. And even within my own State
the list goes on and on-12 grants last
year alone. totaling $883,300.
The NEA has supported cultural ac·
tivities and events in locales ranging
from the largest American cities to the
most remote of rural areas. A major
cultural center currently enhances the
lives of the residents of Bedford-Stuyvesant in New York City, thanks to
the SUPPort the NEA has given to the
Beford-Stuyvestant Restoration Corp.
The cultural center there sponsors
writers• workshops, poetry readings,
literary events, and exhibits works by
artists from all over the world. Recently, f9ur poets from Leningrad have
been Invited to the center to lecture
and present their works, an event
which no doubt would be very mill)te
to~'f~

~

ot

tliat · theirciiCWj•. · going to come
through there too often without some
Federal SUPPort. Thanks to the NEA,
it has.
One of the most endearing aspects
of American history has to be the
great diversity of cultures which existed In this Nation before the homogen-

.;; izing influences of the mass media
· took place. I think that it is so very
beneficial for our children to be famil·
iar with the folk histories of their respective regions. and the NEA is help.
ing to make that happen. The North
Carolina Maritime Museum, one such
center supPorted In part by the NEA,
documents and presents traditional
arts from the North Carolina coastal
region. These and other exhibits
throughout the entire land help to
keep the memory of our various folk
histories alive and vib
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tell you that. I have not the slightest for steel at the end of the transition

doubt whatever but that John Frohn·
mayer will do an outstanding Job at
the endowment. if we will Just leave
him alone long enough to do it. Let me
read from a letter which I received
from John Frohnmayer the other day.
It says:
I oppose ob8cenity unequivocally. Obsceniart: It baa no soul; It
baa no redeeming value; and It will not be
funded under my admJnistratlon.
ty Is the antithesis of

That. In my mind, is a pretty concise
and complete statement of what we
can expect from our fine NEA Chair·
man, and as far as I am concerned it
should close the issue. Not only have
we already dealt with the obscenity
question satisfactorily, but moreover
all of this hand-wringing and hyperventilating has to be Interfering with
the abfilty of the endowment to do its
Job right. Ever since John Frohn·
mayer a.greed to step Into the hot seat
this good and sincere man has had to
respond to sordid attacks and vapid
criticisms from every comer: and yet
my OWn inquires-and I know yours.
too-have · been answered with such
thoroughness and punctuality that I
can only believe that tremendous
energy and effort Is being expended
over there to deal with. these constant,
hall-hysterical questions.
In my mind it 1s high time that we
allow John Fohnmayer a graceful exit
from the spotlight so that he can do
the Job he was apPolnted to do-and
will do thank you very nicely-to the
benefit of all of our constituents. Obvi·
ousiy we cannot control what others
say and write about John Frohnmayer
or the Endowment-but if we can only
bring ourselves to forgo a thundering
speech or two on this subject or a few
gasps of rhetorical excess In the
coming weeks and months I think we
will be doing Mr. Frohnmayer, ourselves, and our constituents and the
world of art, culture, and letters a remarkable favor. I yield the floor.
The PRESIDING OFFICER. The
Sena.tor from Pennsylvania.
DF.sPl'l'E PRESIDENTS STEEL
PROGRAM, SUBSIDIES CONTIN·
UE
Mr. HEINZ. Mr. President. I would
like to take a few moments of our col·

::.1
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leagues• time to discuss some events
that have transpired since the time
early this year. March 31, to be precise, that the President implemented
the steel voluntary restraint agree.
ment program. As our colleagues wUl
recall, the President decided to extend
that program through March 31. 1992,
and the major Policy debate over steel
was therefore temPorarily concluded
last year.
During what .wm amount to a 30month transitional .period. the Presi·
dent pledged to seek an International
consensus on removing unfair trade
practices In steel. thus allowing a
return to a tree and fair U.S. market

period.
I take the floor today because I want
to rep0rt that substantial obstacles to
the achievement of this goal still
remain and that a consensus on good
behavior 1s far from Imminent. In Jan·
uary of this year, the six leading
American steel companies commis·
sioned two Independent analysis firms
to evaluate the performance of some
21 nations and to do so with regard to
their bilateral consensus agreements
With the United States. Since many of
the principles on which the President
hopes to build an International consensus on steel are contained in these
bilateral agreements, it would be most
disconcerting to learn that most of the
21 are violating their pacts.
Yet disconcerting as ft would be to
learn that. that is precisely the message of the recently released report,
"Steel at a Glance." It documents the
violations of the various countries,
some less flagrant than others, but all
impediments to obtaining a worldwide
accord. I would like to focus particularly on subsidies, since they· are far
and away the most widespread infraction and thus the la.rgest obstacle to
be overcome. I want to bring these infractions to the attention of the
Senate In a series of statements, of
which today's is the first.
My comments will highlight the use
of subsidies In the International steel
market and the problems this unfair
practice causes for our domestic steel
Industry. Today's subsidy of the day
comes from Brazil. The subsidization
of steel production continues to run
rampant In this country despite recent
changes In economic Policy. According
to "Steel at a Glance":
Acomlnas. a state-owned Integrated mill,
transferred a large part of It.a debt to government-owned Siderbras under a "financial

reconstruction" agreement. Other operating
companies reportedly have done the same,
thereby Improving their financial perform-

ance.
Furthermore, ft turns out that 51derbraa is itself being dissolved during
President Collor's restructuring of the
Government. Instead. the holding
company's debt. totaling nearly $13
blllion U.S. equivalent. will be administered by the Banco de Brazil under
the auspices of the Economic Ministry.
That mea.na the Government wll1 also
take on the financial rescue packages
offered by Siderbras to two other
ailing state-owned mills, Cosipa and
CSN. These packages will provide $400
million and $600 million, respectively.
These are. conclusive examples that
Brazil is continuing Its subsidy practices notwithstanding its agreement
with the United States. And these
practices, directly affect the welfare of
the U.S. industry and workers, for
they help to keep Inefficient producers
In business by covering much of the
Brazilian Industry's operating .costs
and by· adding to the problem · of
worldwide overcapacity. U this situa•
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bot'h parties have raised a new condition:
movement toward granting Lithuania's
demand for Independence from Moscow.
That approach ls particularly surprising
since Soviet-bashing no longer commands
'll<ide support among voters. Only a fourth of
those who responded in an April poll for
Time and CNN by Yankelovlch Clancy
Shulman said the U.S. "should pressure the
Soviet Union to give Lithuania its Independence." Almost two-thirds Judged the Issue to
be "none of our business."
So why Is the hard line now developing in
Congress? Part of the explanation Is that
some conservatives would be left with little
to do since one reason for their existence Is
t-0 promote hostility toward the Kremlin.
Other legislators who have no nostalgia for
the cold _war nonetheless think Bush has
tied U.S. policy too closely to Gorbachev's
political survival, and thus made concessions
unwarranted by Soviet weakness. Bush invited such criticism by linking Lithuania
and trade relations in May, then unlinking
them at the summit without getting Soviet
concessions in return.
A still larger number of Congressmen say
they support any nation's right to self-determination. Their lofty concern apparently
does not extend to Quebec, Slovakia, Palestine or other areas where minorities are
seeking nationhood, perhaps because U.S.
voter rolls do not include large numbers of
French-Canadians, Slovaks or Palestinians.
Though Lithuanian Americans have been
highly vocal, they are small in number and
there Is no organized Lithuanian lobby in
the U.S. But millions of Americans of East
European ancestry nurse a long-standing
and understandable grudge against Moscow.
Most important of all, Democrats like Majority Leader George Mitchell and Speaker
Tom Foley have been probing for an issue
on which they can score poL'lts against the
highly popular Bush. They are being joined
by-Republicans like Senate Minority Leader
Bob Dole who share the Irresistible congressional tendency to bicker with the President-any President. on almost any Issue
that comes to hand. It Is difficult to rem.ember now, but little more than a year ago
many Congressmen, including some of those
currently most critical of Bush for allegedly
caving in to the Kremlin, were blasting the
President for not moving rapidly enough to
end the cold war. They would do well to
bear In mind that George Bush Is still the
shrewdest poll reader in America, and that
he may know something about his countrymen's desire to move beyond the cold war.

0 2110
The SPEAKER pro tempore <Mr.
WOLPE). Under a previous order of the
House, the gentlewoman from New
York CMrs. LoWEYJ is recognized for 5
minutes.
[Mrs. LOWEY of New York addressed the House. Her remarks will
appear hereafter in the Extensions of
Remarks.]
CHAIRMAN ANNUNZIO REPORT
ON POLISH CREDIT UNION DEVELOPMENT
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
a previous order of the House, the gentleman from Illinois [Mr. ANNUNZIO] is
recognized for 5 minutes.
Mr. ANNUNZIO. Mr. Speaker, periodically I
have given the House a report. on the latest
information on the development of credit

unions in Poland and other Eastern European
countries. Poland currently lacks financial institutions serving the savings and credit needs
of that country as it moves toward becoming a
democracy. The Solidarity union movement
has chosen credit unions for this role because
of their worldwide success during the last 140
years.
As chairman of House Banking Subcommittee on Financial Institutions, I proposed and
received the cooperation of the Credit Union
National Association and the World Council of
Credit Unions to work with Poland's Solidarity
in providing technical training to create a
credit union system. I also urged the adminis!ration to provide funding for this endeavor.
The U.S. Agency for International Development last month awarded an 18-month grant
of $230,000 which will allow the World Council
to complete the first two steps of a three-step

June 19, 1990

However, I think that a lesson in history may
be instructive. In the Great Depression, the
WPA was a part of President Roosevelt's new
deal. In this country's most difficult political
and economic times, there was a national
policy which appreciated the magnificent Potential in the contribution of artists to shore lip
the national spiit and move the country toward
prosperity. This was not make-work projects.
These projects provided first hand documentalion of significant historical events. Few can
forget the moving photographs taken by WPA
artists of the displaced farmers moving across
the country with their families and possessions on truck in search of a better life. A
photograph may be art one day and ·history
the next
In recent years, the National Endowment for
the Arts has come under attack by setf-appointed arbiters of taste, decency, and deco-

pr~g~~~

rum. I believe the American people can make
their own decisions about the art they value
and want to see. I have not become more
of the market, legislative, and financial climate qualified to critique art by virtue of holdin
in Poland. The second and third steps will be
.
,
the design of a credit union development pro-,_publlC---: office. I d~~.~~w anyon~'!fll~:\~~.
gram and the implementation of that program[:~J~M~.'2Yi·.~eop!~Z'te,.~¥.1 ng'r
because. this ar.t
Earlier this month, a technical team consist!: ··)~ .Pl!l:)~~'X~NnCie,d,..Jt.,J',U~
ing of representatives of the World Council
··~"
and the Solidarity Polish Credit Union Working
··
Group traveled to Poland to begin the development of a national credit union movement
in that country. The team's work follows up on
a February-March credit union study tour of
the United States, Canada, and Ireland by six
Solidarity representatives.
A development strategy will be written anclc';
presented to the Polish Credit Union Work
Art allows us to look into our hearts, see
Group before the team leaves on June 29.
In addition to AID, financial support for the beyond ourselves and rise above the everymonth long trip by the 17-member team day mundaneness of the world. We expand
comes from a number of sources within the the horizons of the lnnerself to learn to underintematio'na1 credit union movement, the stand the life and experiences of others. You
CUNA Foundation, CUNA Mutual Insurance may never see Tahiti, but if you have seen
Group, the Credit Union Executives Society Paul Gaughin, you have a feeling of knowing
and the various organizations represented by the people and customs of this place. You
may never have been to Harlem, but you can
the participants.
A new term is being used in Poland, "Sav- begin to understand the life and dreams of
ings and Credit Unions." It emphasizes that ,these people by reading the works of Langsavings will be the principal source of funds. ston Hughes; you may never have known anMr. Speaker, I might also add that the first guish or despair but if you see the works of
10 savings and credit unions are expected to Munch, you will understand the pain of those
be organized and operating in Poland by the who do; you may never have known the tranend of 1990. This is a far cry from the situa- quility of water lilies on a pond, but if you have
tion less than a year ago when I urged that seen Monet, you may understand.
In essence, art allows us to overcome, tranthe United States provide financial and technical. help to Poland because the people had scend, and be made sublime. Those who
lost faith in government::n:Jniiis
· s there. oppose art oppose openness, and new ideas.
The Polish people had literally stuff
eir To oppose art is to oppose the potential inherent in each of us. To oppose art is to
savings-estimated at $7 billion-in mattres
es, or under floorboards, or in cookie jars, be- oppose yourself.
I
cause of fe
o#-amfiscation by the state.
now learned that the first step is
under way-a deiailed technical team analysis

ENDORSEMENT OF NATIONAL
ENDOWMENT FOR THE AR
The SPEAKER pro tempor
nder
a previous order of the H
, the gentleman from New
Mr. TowNsJ is
re
r minutes.
Mr. TOWNS. Mr. Speaker, I stand today to
lend my unequivocal endorsement for the
work of the National Endowment for the Arts.
In providing encouragement and assistance to
individual artists, this incredible organization
has enriched the society.
There are some who contend that public
funding should not be used to fund the arts.

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
a previous order of the House, the gentleman from Georgia CMr. GINGRICH]

STATEMENT
ON
THE
REAUTHORIZATION
OF
THE
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FORT
ARTS

June 19, 1990
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tleman from New York [Mr. WEissl ls
recognized for 60 minutes.
Mr. WEISS. Mr. Speaker, the National Endowment for the Arts CNEA1
comes before Congress for reauthorization this year in the midst of a political tempest. Strangely, at the eye
of this storm lie a few small photographs, notably some taken by the late
Robert Mapplethorpe. The tiny group
of outspoken legislators and other individuals who are generating these
menacing winds thunder for restrictions on the content of what NEA·
funded artists may produce. In doing
so, they are ignoring several critical realitles.
First, a majority of their constituents supports Government funding of
the arts without content res
ans
based on political judgment.i
nt

H3805··

more than $2 billion in personal
Obviously. the Government must ex_·
income and over 117,000 Jobs. The ercise some control over publicly
more than 1,900 arts lnstitutiom in funded art; some accountabllity ls re•
the region entertain an annual audi- quired. The quality of the art, howevence of 64 mlllion-13 million of whom er, and not pollticiU palatability, must
are visitors from outside the region. be the determining factor. In a free soThese visitors, who come primarily or. ciety, a government may not purchase
extend their stay for arts and culture, artistic orthodoxy by the Power of the
together with the proceeds of touring sword nor by the Power of the purse.·
companies. generate an estimated $1.6
In 1981~ President Reagan's own
blllion for the area.
· ·
Presidential Task Force . on the Arts
One last point that grant restriction and Humanities endorsed:
advocates must keep in mind: restric- The continuation of this syStem which
tions based on Political content. of art leaves decisions about artistic and scholarly
challenge the integrity of the U.S. merit to the Judgement of respected profesConstitution. Many constitutional sionala in the art.a and humanities.
scholars believe that such restrictions
The task force further stated:
violate the first amendment guarantee panel review bas proved to be a fair and efof freedom of expression. The New fective system for grant-making at the En·
School for Social Research recently dowment.
·
Recently, President Bush stated his
filed suit in a New York Federal dis.
aeJPC>nrrev.ea1s} · ~ ·
trict court based on this claim.
support for the peer review process
.,,~~~ub
The Supreme Court has repeatedly and asked for a reauthorization of the
held that the first amendment does NEA without content restrictions. Renot disappear Just because the taxpay- presentative PAT Wn.LIAMs, chairman
ers pick up the tab. In 1958, in Speiser of the subcommittee with Jurisdiction
versus Randall, for example, Califor- over reauthorization of the NEA. has
ld;e&.. nia established a rule requiring any- introduced a bill that does Just this.
one who sought to take advantage of a
As Representatives of the peo_ple, we
property tax exemption to sign a dee- must be responsive to the desires of
_ laration stating that he did not advo- the people and respect the integrity of
:.25 cate the forcible overthrow of the the Constitution. I. therefore, urge my
t"ofi Government of the United States. colleagues to support Representative
~n~ This Court stated that:
WILLIAMS' important piece of legislato deny an exemption to claimants who tion and reauthorize the NEA without
engage in certain forms of speech la in restrictions.
effect to penalize them for such speech <Id,
Mr. RANGEL Mr. Speaker, sometimes, for
at 518, 78 CT., at 1338).
a long while there is a great silence about this
One can clearly see the parallel of or that program and you eventually begin to
this case to the current antiobscenlty . wonder whether anybody out there cares
pledge artists are required to sign if about that program. Then, the program bethey are to receive an NEA grant.
comes threatened, and the siience suddenly
In Perry versus Sindermann <1972), turns into a chorus of support That has hapthe Court stated that:
pened with the National Endowment for the
the government may not deny a benefit to a Arts. In the last few weeks hundreds and hunperson on a basis that infringes his constitu- dreds o1 my constituents have written me
tionally protected interests-especially free- asking me to support the NEA and oppose
dom of speech.
new censorship policies for the NEA. So I
And, in a unanimous opinlon in the would like to let my constituents know that I
1983 case Regan versus Taxation with have heard their voices and they can count
Representation of Washington. Chief on my support.
Justice William Rehnquist wrote that
When thoSe who want to censor the Nationneither by subsidy nor penalty, may al Endowment o1 the Arts talk about the probthe Government "aim at the suppres- lem, you always hear about these same
sion of dangerous ideas."
cases. You don't here about the three Tony
Again. in Federal Communications Award-winning plays this year that benefited
Commission versus the League of from grants from the NEA. You don't hear
Women Voters of California <1984), about this year's Pulitzer Prize-winning play
the Court held that editorials, howev- which benefited from grant from the NEA.
c
er controversial, may not be banned
Now, if I was on the advisory board of the
f
from the public airwaves-even NEA, I don't know whether I would have
• ,
f
though the taxpayers foot the bill for chosen these particular projects for funding
the CorPotation for Public Broadcast- that the opponents of the NEA pick out as Qb.
~~&ar-·Y.
erated burgeoning of ing.
scene. Each of us has different tastes and we
the arts profoundly impacts the econoA nation that has long distrusted would make different choices if we were in the
my of our country. Economic studies loyalty oaths should not jump to es- position of choosing. But, given that, what are
demonstrate clearly that the arts are a · tablish conformity oaths. The people we going to do?
major generator of income. In a 1985 of this country have learned that prior
Shall we get rid of the whole NEA because
report. the Los Angeles Chamber of restrai
we disagree with some of their grants? Well, if
Commerce estimated that the overall ~"~
we do that then we are going to lose au of
economic impact of the arts in the
those other projects, those that we like as
area amounted to nearly $5.1 blllion
ell as those we don't-including the Pulitzer
per year.
Prize-winning plays.
A 1987 report on the New York City
Perhaps then we should have a policy of
and New York-New Jersey metropolinot funding obscene arl Perhaps the NEA
tan area states that the arts have a $
could make a stamp which says "Government
billion impact on the economy, creatApproved: Not Obscene" and on evef'/ piece

......&=t1an
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of art with Government funding we can put
that stamp "Government Approved: ,Not Obscene." I don't think we want that either.
No, I think the best solution by far is to
accept the fact that we may at times have disagreements over what should be funded, but
to retain our policy supporting the National
Endowment for the Arts without censorship.
Surety, the principles of free speech and support for the arts are more important in the end
than disagreements about a very few pieces
of art.
Mr. SCHEUER. Mr. Speaker, I first want to
congratulate my New York colleague, Mr.
WEISS, for bringing us here together to call attention to an issue crucial to all Americans.
A country is defined by its culture, and if the
attacks on the National Endowment for the
Arts continue, this country is in danger of
losing its identity as the civilized world's cradle
of free expression.
Mr. Speaker, the President has stalw.artly
supported the NEA, and Chairman John
Frohnmayer so far, and I congratulate him for
his splendid stance, and encourage him not to
capitulate to narrow-minded censors now.
Mr. Speaker, the United States has always
been a leader .in the free expression of the
human spirit Though other countries have
histories thousands of years longer than ours,
we have quickly become a major contributor
to the arts and humanities, to letters, but we
have not done well enough:
According to Executive Director of the NEA
Frohnmayer, to fully achieve its goals, NEA
needs .$300 million.
According to studies of the NEA, each Federal dollar invested in art by the NEA generates $10 in private donations, a 10-to-1 positive economic impact
In 1988, $119 million was distributed by the
NEA in the form of grants, which in turn g
erat~'1ialm
:~~~~io

i

,!
j

i Ui:i'au~'
i!'"filnciing, the
United States still spends only $28 per capita
each year on the arts.
Mr. Speaker, before the NEA. you had to
travel to New York to see a play, and opera.
or a major art exhibit. The NEA has brought
art and culture to the people ,all over the
country.
And a single community arts center receiving an NEA extension grant provides other
fine benefits: programs that target children at
risk, schoolchildren, the disabled, and minority
populations. The outreach of the NEA ts encouraging and very cost effective. But we
need more.
It would be a travesty not to expand the cultural horizons of our country, especially our
children. I urge my colleagues to view the
NEA as an investment in our children's future.
Mr. Speaker, I also condemn any efforts to
restrain the creative energies of NEA grant recipients. Art has been controversial throughout the ages, and man has survived this continuing controversy handsomely. In fact, it is
controversy that has always brought spark
and life into the world's cultures.
Mr. Speaker, it would be a travesty to turn
our backs on the good works of the NEA. We
measure up to other nations poorly in so
many ways: education and health outputs,
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mass transportation, infrastructure, and most NEA was going to fund a mural of the Yalta
disappointing treatment of America's children, Conference. No; as far as I could tell from the
our most precious asset Let us not add failing brief description In the letter, the mural was
support for the arts to that embarrassing list not going to contain sexually explicit or sacriMr. GREEN of New York. Mr. Speaker, I legious images but it was going to portray an
welcome the opportunity to participate in this historical event that included Joseph Stalin,
special order on the National Endowment for the Soviet dictator who was responsible for
the Arts [NEA] arid I wish to thank my col· , murdering millions of Soviet citizens after
league from New York, Mr. WEISS, for organiz- World War II. "Why should federal funds be
ing this time so that we can recognize the out- spent on a project that would portray Joseph
standing work of the NEA in fostering the arts Stalin?" the writer asked.
in the United States.
I agree that Joseph Stalin was a despot;
I am privileged to represent New York's
but, I ask, do we not remember that principles
15th Congressional District, which Is home to
many of America's great cultural institutions: that guided the Founding Fathers of our counthe Metropolitan Museum of Art, the Museum try? Have we not learned from the totalitarian
of Modern Art, the Guggenheim Museum, the countries where freedom of speech is not
Whitney Museum, the Frick Collection, the guaranteed? More often than not, the leaders
Jewish Museum, Carnegie Hall, Town Hall, of those repressive governments proscribe
and the theater district In addition to the certain writers, composers, or artists. Those in
famous museums and theaters, the vibrancy power claim that a writer's works don't follow
of New York's cultural life is augmented by revolutionary dogma, a composer's music stirs
countless repertory theaters, small and too strongly nationalistic feelings, or an artist
medium-sized museums, dance companies, paints bourgeois themes. It has happened in
concert halls, cabarets, poetry readings, crafts the Soviet Union, the People's Republic of
festivals, art galleries, outdoor art shows, and China, and Hitler's Germany. Our country is
film festivals. It is the large number, the varie- hailed as a beacon of freedom In large part
ty, and the overall outstanding quality of those because such restrictions do not exist
cultural entities that have made New York City
Despite the fact that an infinitesimal amount
o
ulturaj,·centers of
d.~ of NEA grants have caused controversy over
one:iof~tti
-111~~;!6J the past 25 years of the NEA's existence, I
11tS!otK
still say that Government funding of the arts
should continue. The arts enrich our lives,
whether we are observers or creators, and fill
our consciousness with the splendid diversity
of human experience. The images created are
not pleasant or agreeable ones but art is not
~
· solely about pretty pictures hanging on a wall.
Thomas Jefferson stated in his chapter on
religion in Notes on the State of Virginia
(1781), "Truth can stand by itself." I say that
great art will also stand by itself. Our proper
role is to resist the misguided efforts of self·
appointed censors and provide support for artistic efforts in an atmosphere of free inquiry.
' Let us support reauthorization for the National
Endowment for the Arts and allow it to proceed unimpeded with the important work it
,. · has been doing for the past 25 years.
0
As for 'ffi8 controversy over
funding of
Mr. O~ENS ~f ~ew York. I am proud to
so-called obscene and pornographic art, when spe~~ this even1~g 1n strong support of reauthis issue arose last year, I understood how thonzmg the National Endowment for the Arts
some people might be offended by the without any restrictive language or changes in
images created by Robert Mapplethorpe and the funding formula I quote from one of our
Andres Serrano. Those images concerned two former Presidents:
very sensitive areas of human experience:
Artists stretch the limits of understandsexuality and religion. My commitment to the ing. They express Ideas that are sometimes
fundamental right to free speech and my unpopular. In an atmosphere of liberty, artbelief in the importance of the arts in enrich- ists and patrons are free to think the uning our lives however, brought me to the con- thinkable ~d create the audacious. • • •
clusion that, even though some artistic efforts Where theres liberty, art succeeds. In soclmay offend, all artistic efforts must be encour- eties that are not free, art dies.
,
aged. My role as an elected official in a counFrom whom do _I quote, M!. Speaker? Not
try whose right of free speech is guaranteed from one of our liberal Pre~1dents, _but from
by the Constitution is to ensure that artistic ef- one of the most conservative Presidents of
forts are conducted in an atmosphere of free our time, Ronald Reagan.
inquiry.
I stress that point because the debate over
Certainly people may disagree on the merits the relative merits of the NEA has been cenof various NEA grants but what has greatly of- taring on the wrong issues. It has been cenfended me is the jump that some have made taring on what a very few artists have been
from disapproving of individual works of art to doing with their grants and whether or not the
proposing that we place restrictions on what works of art they have created are appropriate
artists can paint, write, produce, or photo- or decent We are not artists. Very few of us
graph with NEA funds. The following example would claim to be experts on art So ,how can
illustrates this concern:
this body sit in judgment over the country on
Several months ago I received a letter from art and even attempt to deem It appropriate
someone who was angry over reports that the and inappropriate or good or bad.
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As Mr. Reagan and thousands of other
people who are knowledgeable about art
assert, artists create art to reflect society, to
explore societal ideas and concepts. They do
not choose only those ideas which are comfortable and acceptable to us. If they did art
would be universally boring; there would be
nothing new, nothing daring, nothing to make
up think about the art itself and about what it
is reflecting.
A person who grew up in the savage ghet·
tos of an inner-city, who lived in run-down
housing projects and went to school in a
crumbling, rat-infested school, who's family
was left out of the trickle-down economics
theory of the Reagan era, is not going to paint
a pretty portrait of the fonner President That
artist is also not going to paint pretty pictures
of landscapes and fruit bowls, and frolicking
kittens. That artist's portrayals are more likely
to reflact the experiencies of his or her life
and the anger of being shut out from the prosperity apparently being realized elsewhere in
society.
When that artist paints pictures of ugliness
and despair and we condemn that art as bad
or Inappropriate, what are we saying about
that person's fife? Are we saying it was bad,
not legitimate, and not worthy of a true protrayal? Yes; we are. And what are we then
saying about that person?
These are some of the human dynamics of
this debate. I do not see how we can condemn art which is ugly, art makes us thin!<
about realities that we may not have experi·
enced. This art is reflecting things that are
happening in our society, and closing our eyes
wm not make those. things go away. Such art
can help us recognize other Influences In our
culture, and even help us understand them.
And if it does not help me or you specifically,
you can be sure that it is helping someone,
somewhere, who can relate to it.
This is what the freedom of expression Is all
about. The freedom to depict images and realities which may be offensive, but which help
us explore influences in our culture that we
would otherwise not experience. An image or
a picture or a boo!< can travel places and
affect people all over the world. People who
live in remote communities, even in the United
States, may have access to a library program
which contains books of stories or books of
art or musical reproductions which can anow
the people. in that community to explore the
arts and to witness the images of the experiences or reflections of people from au corners
of the world.
The NEA has financed many programs
111o1lich promote access to the arts for people
who otherwise would not be able to experience art These programs may Include bringing a dance troupe into rural areas on a tour,
or it may include sponsoring a musical exploration program :or poor students in the innercity.
In my cfistrict in central Brooklyn, the NEA
has funded many sman and worthwhile community programs. One such program is operated through the Bedford Stuyvesant Restoration Corp. This program consists of art work·
shops, weekend youth programs, exhibitions
of works of artists from around the world, writers workshops, poetry readings, and other
such programs. Students who have participated in these programs have gone on to study
at such renowned institutions as the School of
the Visual Arts and Pratt Institute. The center

received a $36,000 grant from the NEA last
year to help fund this multicultural center. With
such programs, restoration has become well
known and attracts children and adults from
throughout the city to participate in those and
many other community-minded programs.
Another cultural program funded by the
NEA in my district is New Radio and Performing Arts, a pioneer in the fields of experimental documentaries, contemporary radio drama,
commissioned works for radio, and sound experiments for the broadcast media. Endowment support over several years has helped
this organization to explore new projects
about women poets of color and identify new
talents for underrepresented radio themes and
contents. One example of this is a new
weekly program in which a VoW'IQ black jour·
na!ist will document black student activism in
the nineties. New radio and performing arts is
reaching out to young audiences and is committed to reaching a culturally diverse audi·
ence. They will use their most recent grant of
$75,000 to support "'Bluesstage," a weekly
series on the blues in America.
Endowment support to another institution in
my district, the Brooklyn Museum, has funded
a variety of projects intended to showcase
specific new art forms as well as to provide
broader institutional support These include a
$1 million challenge grant for critical facility repairs, funds earmarked to mount the museum's collection of African art, and funds to aid
in the preparation of a comprehensive catalog
of the museum's A."'?lerican paintings collection, considered to be one of the five most
significant collections in the country. Smaller
programs targeted to the local multicultural
community seek to increase access to different art forms and exploration of the arts by
children and the community at large. These
programs include a series exploring AfricanAmerican video which study issues of importance to the community; ''The Feminist 'I';
· Video Programs From the Women Make
Movies Collection," exploring a variety of multicultural feminist issues in approximately 40
tapes; and 'Video Art tor Kids," a program
which will begin this tan and will introduce children aged 6 to 18 to this vital electronic art
form through screenings, discussions, and
hands-on workshops,
These and many other worthwhile community programs in my district have been funded
by the NEA, and thousands more have been
funded nationwide. Mr. Speaker, of more than
80,000 grants, only 20 or 25 have been considered controversial. For this, some Members
of this body are advocating that we eliminate
the entire program.
Members are rising up in arms because tax
dollars have been spent on funcfing these
controversial projects. Mr. Speaker, each tax·
payer is responsible for only 62 cents of the
total yearly budget for the NEA. Compare that
with the cost per taxpayer for each $20 million
rocket that blows up, or the astronomical cost
of the $500 biHion S&L bailout. Where is the
outrage over the cost to the taxpayers of
these million- and billion-dollar black holes?
Members are rising up in arms over supposedly morally repugnant projects being
sponsored by the Government. Where is the
outra~ over the equally morally repugnant
problems being created by the Government
such as the present situation with the WIC
Program which is being cut back to the bare
bones, or the housing programs which have

been cut more than 60 percent in the past 10
years and caused millions of women and children to live on the streets. And where is the
outrage over the morally repugnant Waste of
Federal funds on the $500 biHion S&L bailout. ·
the likes of which we have never seen before
and hopefully will never see again. Where Is
the outrage?
·.
. ·•
This situation with the National Endowment
for the Arts has been blown way out of pr~
portion. There are no rational reasons for restricting this program and there are no rea-·
sons at alt to eliminate it altogether. This Congress has been stampeded into making wrong
and potentially disastrous decisions too frequently in the recent past. We must not bow
to these illogical forces. We must fight on the
floor for logic. We must fight to preserve this
program based not on fear and intimidation,
but based on the histoJ".{ and good experiences of this particular program. I urge my
colleagues to have courage, and to vote for
the right thing when the National Endowment
for the Arts reauthorization comes to the floor.

0 2120
GENERAL LEAVE

Mr. WEISS. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that all Members
may have 5 legislative days in which to
revise and extend their remarks on the
subject of my foregoing special order.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. <Mr.
WOLPE). Is there objection to the request of the ~ntleman from New
York?
There was no objection.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under

a previous order of the House, the gentleman from Texas [Mr. DELAY] ls recognized for 60 minutes.
CMr. DELAY. addressed the House.
His remarks will appear hereafter in
the Extensions of Remarks.]

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
a previous order of the House, the gentleman from New York CMr. OwENsl ls
recognized for 60 minutes.
CMr. OWENS of New York addressed the House. His remarks will
appear here after in the Extensions of
Remarks.]
SOCIAL SECURITY AND THE
NOTCH YEARS

The SPEAKER pro tempore. Under
a previous order of the House, the gentleman from Rhode Island (.Mr.
MACHTLEY] is recognized for 60 min·
utes.
GENERAL LEAVE

Mr. MACHTLEY. Mr. Speaker, I ask
unanimous consent that all Members
may have 5 legislative days in which to .
revise and extend their remarks, and
include extraneous material, on the
subject of my special order.
The SPEAKER pro tempore. Is
there objection to the request of the
gentleman from Rhode Island?
·
There was no objection.
'
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·fits of the Clean Air Act Amendments of t990.
The disease. prevemion and risk reduction attributable to reducing the top 25 will be authoriatively assessed. Given scientific uncertainty, this assessment will necessarily involve a
range of plausible benefits.
The decisions we are .making with these
Clean Air Amendments of 1990 to impr011e air
·quality are perfectly well intended but relatively tminformed. We do not know the extent of
the public .health gains that have been
achieved through the ·emission Feductions
achieved under ·current law. We do m>t knew
which of these reductions have been more
beneficial or which targets for future reductions would be the most 'promising. This Ritter
.amendment ·would assure that the next round
.of clean air decisions will be both well intended and well informed
The Ritter amendment is needed to supplement the section 803 accountability provision
.of-the committee reported b:U, .because understanding the economic consequences-the
costs-of reducing emissions is not enough
for society to manage its resources. The extraordinary scientific uncertainties involved in
detenning the effects of various levels of exposure to potentially toxic compounds must
be examined, and the implications of this un·
certainty for resource management better tm·
derstood, if Congress is nning to be able to
.,....
achieve the full range of beneficial effecfs we
desire from our clean air program.
Overall, I conclude that. while it may .be prudent to evaluate post-MACT residual risks and
to implement additional emissions reduction
measures in appropriate cases, we should not
at., the present time legislate bright-line residual risk standards that could result in plant.closures ar:id have other severe social and eco.nomic impacts. At least until we can be more
confident in the numbers .resulting from
cancer risk assessment calculations, we
should adopt a more flexible approach to reg·ulating post-MACT emissions from productive
industrial facilities. In particular, some allowance should be made for considering the fea-

·what they're showing to the .public a.t the
New G!'leans Museum 'of Art in an exhibition called Awards in the Visual Arts? Ye11.
.it Is funded by the National Endowment for
the Arts. with additional money from BMW
of North America ·and the Rockefeller
Foundation. The ptty Is tbat it won't cause
the outcry heard over Serrano's 'crucifix in
urine or the most marginal Mapplethorpe
photographs. That is because,. with a few
·exceptions. the visual arts &Vl.'IC'da are so
a.wful. They don't.shock·or amuse or inspire
or do much of anything.
There are indeed serious :issues involved in
the dispute over the char.ges that NEA has
occasionally funded -0bscenity. But this controversy has overshadowed an issue that is
more relevant to NEA's proper role and the

w
n y .abstruse and off·
putting. It ts interesting to note that •rock
music. which has never zecetved a dime of
public money, continues to pr-0duce ;Vi>ung
groups that are at least vital.
The NEA and its ·supporters are now
posing themselves .as the fragile ange1 of
creative inspiration, beset by right.wing
yahoos, philistines and Bible thumper&. -In
fact. the NEA Is mainly .a. bureaucr&C31.
Worse, it is a Washington bureaucracy, and
hundreds of artists, writers and their ll))OD·
sors have become !ts dependent benefit!!·

aries.

Some Members of Congress are talking
about ·a revised grant system that would es.Y· · • e,, ·· em sentially disburse blocs of money to stlitie
arts agencies, which would malte the intll·
vidual grants. That doesn't immediately
-solve the kinds of problems discussed hette,
·but it moves the Issue in the right ,dfrectiml.
For instance, it might deflate the Manplethorpe problem. There Is no good reaaon
why a Cincinnati should be held up to rldi·
cule because it doesn't subscribe .to every
last quirk of the life style in .Manhattan.
:
At the least, turriing authority o.ver to the
states would get the decision-making debate
In ·a .remarkable op-ed piece in the New over money and values out In the countr:11.
York Times last July, the well-known Amer- which is where it belongs.
lean painter Helen Frankenthaler argued
that notwithstanding the incendiary issues
of Serrano and MapplethoIJ>e,- more atten.ti~QY8'ht to be directed at what-She called CONGRATULATIONS, DAVE OBEY
of a.rt.

-~~il:!l:.~11rrfffi!ix"''l'i>i~,•

a~:·
As a member of. an NEA advisory council,

Ms. Frankenthaler Aid, "I myself find the
council-the recommendati
of~e panels
and the grants ~e
~~~~-i
!!rnBJQU
o.and·more>JlQE
~serv~~
feel there was a time
when l experienced loftier minds, relatively
unloaded with politics, fa8hion and chic."
Well, of course Ms. Frankenthalei's plea
!or the restoration of Quality sank like a
stone. Behaving like some threatened bricklayer5' union. the arts establishment has
locked arms to .oppose .anyone who dissents
from the orthodoxy they've imposed on
American art.
sibility, the ·Cost. and the economic and social
And it is indeed on orthodoxy, though of a
.implications of actions that might be required most unusual sort. The artist's work, no
to achieve further reductions in post-MACT re- · matter how reductionist .or outrageous, has
sidual risks. The most appropr.ate means of to be "unden;tood." If they have created a
addressing any residual risk must take into ac- mo_ve~ent. it would have to be c~ed hypercount the unrealistic assumptions that have solipsISm. The new school of cnticism that
been made in performing such assessments has grown up with 1 relent~essly em~athet
and the potential mi_suse-of::r!Slt-~·,?:1:is .is ~rom a very promment.newspaper
.
. ---- -_-=:-::;::::::;:::-·,,-"'- ~cs review of Mr. Serrano:
for setting bng~t:Jioe-ragulatory standards.
·. "Ope ot the more alarming .aspects of the
at~ on the endowment has been the as-OTECT ·THE TAXPAYER"S
:sum tion of many of those doing the oonMONEY
de ning that there is no responsibility to
c
ider the art.as it was meant to be-Seen."
e ends, "how can anyone find in his work
just obscenity -and disrespect? It ts hard to
believe tnat miyone whose faith is searching
cand secure would not be grateful for wha.t
IN THE
EPRESENTATIVES
Mr. Serrano has done." Few ~ritlcs or ad·
Wednesday, May 23, .199/J
minlstrators today would break ranks intel-lectually
from this orthodoxy. 'The director
Mr. GINGRICH. Mr. Speaker, the Wall
of the Corcoran in Washington, who dis·
Street Journal printed this interesting editorial .sented trom the rnaJorlty on Mapplethorpe,
on the continuing argument over the National was driven from her Job.
.Endowment of the Arts .[NEAJ. I feel this editoWe are not reopening the familiar debate
rial further confirms my belief that we must over modernity and American society.
strive to spend the ·
r's money in a re- Modern, or avant-garde work, Is not the
problem. The problem ls that the artists
spo ibl
' •. 0 ::~4~
and intellectuals who cry "free expression"
cFFOm.·
·ali"Ma'Y-21
to disallow any forceful -critique -Of their en999)'.!f £li
.
terprise h3.lle achieved so little with their
CONTROVERSY VERSUS QUALITY
-freedom. Nor ls It the publicly !unded artForget Robert Mapplethorpe ·and Andr.es ·1sts -alone whose achiev.ement "is .so insub·
Serrano's "body fluid art." Have you seen stantial.

HON. DONALDM. PAYNE
01' NEW JERSEY

IN THE HOUSE OF REPRESENTATIVES

Wednesday, May 23, 1990
Mr. PAYNE of New Jersey. Mr. Speaker, It
is my great pleasure to be among the first to·
congratulate our distinguished colleague from
Wisconsin, Representative DAVID OBEY, on
being named the recipient of the U;S. Commit·
tee for UNICEF's "President's Award .for Distinguished Servica-:.1990." I nave the pml.lege of serving as a member of the .commiltee 's board of directors and can attest to .the
significance of the .honor bestowed today.
The 1990 UNICEF Annual Report -notes.
"As nations inched open their doors ·to disaFmament. peace and human freedoms in 198Q,
mankind was challenged as never before to
think about a commoa future. Walls of distrust
and political division began to crumble, oitnd
leaders began to speak openly of shared responsibiUties .for the planet. its .resources and
the children who would inherit them." UAVE
OBEY is one of those leaders and has been
fer many years.
Our colleague is knowr:i ·for his lJTlabashed
sui;port and leadership on behalf of domestic
and international programs that reach lbe
,poor and vulnerable. lhe world's children
'have been able lo depend on him in good
times and bad through his work on behalf of
such organizations as UNICEF, Peace Corps,
and Head Start.
Mr. Speaker, millions .of the world's children
.are living healthier lives today and :have llqpe
for brighter tomorrows thanks to DAVE OBE:v's
support and leadership. ,f am sure my :colleagues join me in extending sincere congratulations.
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,:. we securities markets, lowering the cost of
:t. capital further and stabilizing the dollar.
; ·soth our balance of trade and our ability to
'r invest abroad will be strengthened.
The balance of $500 billion should be returned to the States to be invested one half
~·. In Infrastructure projects and one half in as. ·s1stance to state and local governments. If
$250 billion were devoted to infrastructure
· · over the decade, it would still only represent
" a fraction bf our total needs. New York
· · City, alone, projects a requirement of $40;·-. $50 billion for the next decade. However.
, annual increases In infrastructure invest111ent by the States would be of significant
helP to the overall economy. The funds
. dedicated to infrastructure should be depos> [ted in State Trust Funds solely earmarked
· · for such purposes.
The balance of the funds, about $250 billion. would be used for direct assistance to
local governments. Enormous pressure has
been put on state and local governments to
deal with social problems that are national
· In scope: education, healthcare, crime, housing, the environment, etc. With a slowing
national economy and the eternal federal
cutbacks, local governments have had to
. raise taxes and cut services time and time
· again. The new Federalism has consisted of
transferring responsibilities to local governments and having them financed locally.
This is terribly destructive. A national investment program would assist local govern·~
ments by making It possible for them to
'reduce their own taxes by an amount equal
..:~ ··to the Federal contribution. These consist
·.~,.·.· of local sales ta.ices, property taxes and
.
Income taxes. Such a program, a different
version of revenue-sharing, would stimulate
local economies and allow them to devote
more resources to cope with national problems, wblle causing a rollback In some of
the more· regressive local taxes. Local governments should be given the option of using
up part of the Federal funds for high priority areas of social need such as public education and the fight against drugs. It is not
enough for the President and the Nation's
Governors to set ambitious goals for public
education by the year 2000. The States have
to be given the means to carry out those
goals.
If. we continue on our present road, of
borrowing and spending and selling our national assets: of neglecting our environment,
our cities and our children; of giving up one
Industry after another to foreign competition, we will surely see a decline in this
Country's position In the world whether or
not we have a financial crisis. We will not be
In a position to play an Important role In
the reconstruction of Eastern Europe, or to
regain a position of world leadership. We
will also see a steady erosion In our standard-of-living and in the polarization of our
society. Dealing with our budget problems is
· easy; we should simply stop acting like a
poor country. However, for a change to
occur, political leadership will have to come
forward. The Democratic party should
produce that leadership, at some political
risk, by proposing to Invest in this Country
and by defining an active role for our government in partnership with other constituencies. We will have to develop a national
consensus to manage our affairs differently
as we approach the year 2000 If we are to
retain a position of world leadership. The
world is changing very rapidly and, in Japan
as well as in Europe, we can see governments working in partnership with business
Without creating corporatism or government
domination of the economy. We cannot
afford an ideological isolationism that
leaves us less and less competitive. There is
always a risk In saying: "The emperor has
no clothes", but that risk is small compared

to the risks run every day by the Lech Walesas, the Vaclav Havels, the Mikhail Gorbachevs, the Nelson Mandelas and F.W. deKlerks and by the people demonstrating in
the streets. The Democrats should raise
their sights, and ask this Country to live up
to the ideal the rest of the world is striving
for.
[From the Washington Post, Mar. 22, 19901
AN IRRELEVANT PARTY
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turesome Democrat pokes his head out of
the trenches in an effort to rally the troops,
he's shot down by the congressional leadership. Aware that many middle-class Americans think the Democrats too inattentive to
their economic interests, Sen. Pat. Moynihan of New York proposed a cut In Social
Security taxes that would not only benefit
middle America, but force both parties to
pay serious attention to the budget deficit.
Moynihan was hooted down by his fellow
Democrats. Then came Ways and .Means
Committee Chairman Dan Rostenkowski,
who offered a comprehensive plan to cut
military and civilian spending and to raise
the top tax from 28 percent to 33 percentcutting the deficit by $500 billion in five
years. The idea evinced at least a glimmer of
interest from Bush, but has been cold-shouldered by the Democratic Party bosses on
Capitol Hill. Read House Majority Leader
Richard Gephardt's lips: "It is not the position of the Democratic Party to raise taxes."
Now is the time when the Democratic
Party should have something to say, but It
has all but vanished from the scene as a national force. Instead. it Is a synthesis of Irrelevancy, deserving only to lose.
Rohatyn's message is that there still is a
way out for the Democratic Party, if it
chooses to reassert itself. It would require
backing a plan to Invest an additional $1
trillion of our own money in America by the
year 2000. About half of that-$500 billionwould come from a 15 percent cut in projected defense expenditures of $3 trillion In
the next decade. The other $500 billion
would be generated by tax increases and
spending cuts (with safeguards for the
poor), along lines suggested by Rostenkowski.
Such a Democratic program would crank
money into a decaying road system, relieve
congestion at airports, brake mounting
health costs, and do something concrete
about the failing education system. Rohatyn also backs a form of industrial policy,
including modification of antitrust laws.
Few will agree with everything on the
platter Rohatyn served to the Democratic
club. But it's a starting point for an urgently needed debate: Democrats have become
complacent, unresponsive to change and too
willing to al
·
hold the
pre
, so long as Democrats
rtably ensconced In Congress.•

<By Hobart Rowen)
Felix Rohatyn, the Investment banker
who helped save New York City from bankruptcy 15 years ago, came to town a few
days ago and tried to snap a decadent
Democratic Party out of the doldrums. It
was a wake-up call from a lifelong Democrat.
"Ever since I came to this country, at the
age of 14 from occupied France," he said at
the Woman's National Democratic Club,
"the Democratic Party stood for what I believed in: internationalism and the defense
of freedom, equality of opportunity and
fairness In the distribution of wealth."
But in recent years, Rohatyn charged,
Democrats have been echoing the GOP's
"conservative, if not reactionary" stands on
abortion, school prayer and gun control, as
well as Its commitment to the wealthy
through tax cuts and deregulated markets.
He asked: "What does the Democratic
Party stand for as an alternative to this
[Republican] program? It is exceedingly
hard to tell because the Democrats are not
an opposition party. The Democrats share
power, they do not seek it. . . . [In Congress] they are part of an existing power
structure, almost a coalition government
with a Republican administration."
Rohatyn charged that today's Democratic
officeholders, secure on Capitol Hill and in
the statehouses, have fallen into a Republican trap by shunning the dreaded T-word
<taxes) and equally feared L-word <liberal).
That means that "no rational discussion of
resource allocation or of fairness can take
place . . . [and] that no rational discussion
of an active governmental role anywhere
can take place."
The Joint Republican-Democratic abandorunent during the 1980s of a cohesive role
for government produced today's sad state
of economic affairs: the country is broke.
unable to help finance the great victory of
democracy over communism in Eastern
Europe. The United States sits by help!
as the S&L fiasco drains the Treas
• and
Western Europe and Asia Iner e their REAUTHORIZATION OF THE NA
domination of the global econo
OWMENT FOR THE.
An overflow crowd of lo ists at the
TIONAL END .
Democra~ic club, accustome to being fedi"'~m'"
Pablum-llke reassurances fr
party lead-- j1oM]:~e
. E. Mr. President, o
ers, was held spellbound by tll disillusioned ' ISSiretlifu;-.rece1ve a great de
at~ohatyn. At the end, they gave
an ova- tention lately· Federal
g of the
t1on.
·
But Democratic Party pols don't take
nal Endowment for
kindly to Rohatyn's challenge. The party the Arts CNEAJ.
J)ros would rather remind you that they
Last year, as we all remember, the
have controlled the House since 1957, have NEA came under intense public and
a majority In the Senate and 29 of the 50 congressional scrutiny for having indigovernorships.
rectly supported certain distasteful exBut not the White House.
There. the Democrats have been shut out hibits by two artists: Robert Mapsince Jimmy carter lost to Ronald Reagan a plethorpe and And.res Serrano. As a
decade ago. And given George Bush's popu- result of the uproar. Congress strugIarity, no leading Democratic politician is gled for months with the question of
making an open bid for the dubious honor just what the relationship between art
of the 1992 Democratic presidential nomina- and Government should be.
tlon. Ambitious Democrats would prefer to
Finally, after numerous hearings,
battle Dan Quayle in 1996-a chance they heated floor debate, several rollcall
may not be granted by ·more clever Republl- votes, and a .lengthy House/Senate
cans4
•
The Democrats should be dealing with the conference, an uneasy compromisereal world of today, not some dream scenar- based in part on the now-famous
lo of the future. But every time some ven- Helms amendment-was forged. Yet
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the compromise left a bad taste in everyone's moutb.
I was active in last year's Senate
debate on the NE.A. and was one of the
two Members who rose last July to
speak against the first Helms amend·
ment. Why? Not because I am a big
fan of the Mapplethorpe portfolio.
Not because I think art should be of·
tensive, or pornographic. And not because I believe lascivious artists should
live high off the hog on taxpayers'
money.
I rose because the amendment came
dangerously close to prescribing what
constitutes art. And for me, .that
comes dangerously close to censor·
ship-a very, very slippery area. I certainly do not endorse pornography.
But I also do not endorse attempts to
douse our much-admired American
spirit. our ability to express ourselves
freely and creatively. As President
Bush said recently:
I would prefer Cnot to] risk censorship, or
[get the] Federal Government into telling
every artist what he or she can paint, or
how he or she might express themselves.

There is another argument ex·
pressed-that the Government has no
business funding the arts at all, especially in this time of budget deficit.
Reinforcing that view is the constant
reference made to the sick art and immoral trash funded by the NEA.
Those references gave many the impression that a radical, independent
agency k.nown as the NEA has been
running amok promoting offensive art
since 1965.
I agree that we must be careful to
spend money on onl thDSe,!iP
J,.,,.W.~~g!},~~I;l:~t . 'fifft-:'..t:fii.
·' hat,the,ma:Jon:t-u..:ot,•.
··.-;what¥".ext"efi't'li"t

a·· tlieil'r&r'· ,.~ ~,*!
-~!lll~~ ··.-~

otth:wliile;:
~was

..

arti-

funds, thus generating a tremendous
amount of support for, and stimulating public/private partnerships in, the
arts. Those partnerships bring communities together for the enjoyment and
benefit of all involved.
Furthermore, contrary to popular
belief, NEA funds are not reserved exclusively for artists and art institutions. In fact, the broad, diverse range
of individuals and groups that receive
NEA support would.
.a ve
surprise to
t.,
-· ·
llD.1

:witJili.iJi h~-..·~;,

~ !'! ~·1/

fG

~~~~~i.t:-::'

NEA-sponsored projects are not
elite, radical a.ctMties that are of interest to only a very few. They are
projects that are accessible to everyone, projects that improve the quality
and richness of our-and our children's-lives. Most of us have probably
taken part in NEA-sponsored events
without ever realizing it. For example,
here are just some of the hundreds of
NEA-sponsored Rhode Island projects:
"Project Discovery," which allowed
18,500 students to attend 41 performances at Trinity Repertory Co. in
Providence;
The Westwarwick "chance to dance"
afterschool activity for 100 fifth- and
sixth-graders;
Museum totirs and programs for
12,000 students at the R.I. Museum of
Design;
A Pawtucket art program for persons with cerebral palsy;
The Providence first night celebration;
The Newport Folklore Society;
The Cranston "Big Sister" Association; and
The Boston Museum of Fine Arts'
Renoir exhibit.
That Is an impressive list.
If there is any debate today about
the Importance of the NEA. it should
be framed in terms of the overall
record of the agency, not in terms of a
few individual grants that ma;y: hav
escane~ c
.scrutiny \<. '-"\$.-.-...,.
aP.'Picii~liH
'i'.ffiefi'VS'~
t~'H~il'"it

san support in 1965 with the goal of
fostering professional excellence of
the arts in America, and hel'ping
create a climate in which the arts may
flourish. To that end, the NEA has
successfully provided 85,000 grants
since its inception in 1965. Of these,
less than 25 have been the subject of
controversy. That Is a track record to
be very proud of.
My home State of Rhode Island is
small in size, but rich in cultural and
artistic activity. For us, the NEA has oi~'b'e
had a far-reaching a...1d positive impact ~filffii
on our children, ou~
· .and
Lit
let the fires o originality
bum. Sure there will be some singeing,
er:~ our ecom~m~fRli~.
but I think that Is a risk worth taking
:tq:~,rif we wruit to allow American creativity to shine. I do not think we want to
see safe art-that of the lowest
common denominator-become the
only art supported by the NEA. The
NEA has helped our arts programs
flourish. That is what it was created to
do. And it Is working.•
·
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• Mr. MURKOWSKI. Mr. President;
today Secretary of Veterans Affairs F4
Derwinski took quick action to corn~'
pensate Vietnam veterans Ill with non:
Hodgkin's lymphoma. His action
in the wake of an announcement by'
the Centers for Disease Control
CCDCl that the CDC Selected Cancers
Stl!dY CSCSl found an association be.
tween service In Vietnam and the sub.'
sequent development of non-Hodgkin's
lymphoma, a form of cancer. Secre. • ·
tary Derwinski had announced in Jan.
uary that he would make a decision on·
compensation for non-Hodgkin's lYJn.
phoma when the results of the SCS
became available.
I commend Ed Derwinski for his
quick and decisive action. He has once·
again demonstrated that he is more
than a mere advocate for veterans. He
has shown that he will back up his
words with action.
It has been a decade since the Congress became concerned with a possf.
ble association between service in Vietnam and subsequent disease. The Congress long ago gave VA the authority
to administratively determine that
compensation should be paid if such
an association Is actually demonstrated. The study released today, which
found a SO-percent increased risk for
non-Hodgkins lymphoma, and which
also provides no evidence to support
the hypothesis that soft tissue sarcoma or other cancers can be associated
with service In Vietnam. will be the
most complete study on this question
we will ever have.
The Centers for Disease Control
study, mandated by Public Law 96--151,
is a case control study designed to determine if there is an increase among
Vietnam veterans in the incidence of
several serious, but relatively rare.
cancers-lymphoma, including nonHodgkin's and Hodgkin's lymphoma,
soft tissue sarcoma, and nasal, naso- ·
pharyngela, and primary liver cancers.
According to Report 101-82, published by the Senate Committee on
Veterans' Affairs to accompany S. '
1153, the selected cancers study is an ·
extremely powerful one. It has a 98 ·
percent chance of identifying a doubled risk of soft tissue sarcoma and a
99 percent chance of finding a doubled
risk of non-Hodgkin's lymphoma. The
study design and implementation were.,,
monitored by the Office of Technolo- %
gy Assessment COTA], an independent
arm of the U.S. Congress. In a letter"
dated March 27, 1990, OTA reported
the study is "very well designed, con. ducted, and analyzed."
In September 1987, when I intro-.·
duced S. 1692-the first Senate bill to.'
call for automatic compensation for_
veterans with non-Hodgkin's lyill·
phoma-1 said: "The evidence is not
perfect, but it will never be perfect
• • • The essencie of leadership is to

ca.me
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" ' President Gorbachev faces this challenge. He knows that communism has
only proven efficient at murdering
millions and producing stagnation. He
has yet to confess the contradiction of
trying to make Soviet society more
just by only tinkering with a system
designed to prohibit its own reform.
But Lithuania's independence is a
necessary condition for Gorbachev's
success as a reformer. His palitical position within the Kremlin can only
weaken if the gridlock over this issue
continues.
At the same time, Mr. President, the
Lithuanian Government is not simply
waiting for Gorbachev to negotiate.
On the contrary, it has repeatedly in~
vited Wm to do so.
President Landsbergl.s has offered to
directly discuss every Soviet concern
about Lithuania until both sides can
reach an agreement.
·
He has explicitly acknowledged
Soviet military Interests in having a
secure and stable border with Eastern
Europe.
He has appealed for a close relationship of trade and economic exchange
with Moscow.
He has directly offered to discuss
the sensitive problems of service in the
Red army by Lithuanian residents and
the land ov.'nership claims of the
U.S.S.R.
And he has opened the door to a
gradual, orderly withdrawal of his Republic from the Soviet Union.
The United States, Mr. President.
must continue to actively support the
Lithuanian Government on each of
these paints and work to achieve the
needed international recognition for
President Landsbergis so that he can
go to the Kremlin as a credible leader
of his people.
We cannot hesitate in reminding
e
Soviets that America, as one of he
world's greatest birthplaces of libe y,
will never stop defending Lithuani '
natural right to sovereignty.
Gorbachev is running out of excuses.
Rumbling tanks and puppet prosecutors will not solve either his problems
or those of the Lithuanians. We must
impress upon him the moral and political imperative to deal with President
Landsbergis in a dialog leading to selfdetermination for his people.
I am confident, Mr. President, that
the Lithuanian leaders will deliver the
democratic promise to their land.
They have once again taught the
world a lesson that men and women
can build Institutions of tolerance and
prosperity if they are only left free.
In this case, the solution exists. It
only awaits implementation by a realistic Soviet state and a willing Lithuanian Government.o

14, 1990 induction to the Dr. Nan S.
Hutchinson Broward Senior Hall of
Fame.
It is my pleasure to congratulate
Sara L. Pettis, Louise and Robert
Creider, Nora L. Goldner, Faye Hollander, Lester B. Trussler, Marie
Young, Joanna Bloneva Hayes Bradley,
Gerald
Kirschenberg,
Irvin
Footer, Adele Jacobs, Esther Grossrr.an, and Rose R. Sandle for their ex~
tensive community servie efforts.
Each of these outstanding individuals have resided in Broward County
for at least 10 years and consider
south Florida their home. The seniors
have volunteered with area hospitals,
the Foster Grandparents Program,
and the Meals on Wheels Program,
among others. Many of these folks
have logged in impressive volunteer
schedules of tens of thousands of
hours.

f concern to the public. a.s·
well as to artists and private philanthropists. While private philanthropy can
ensure the availability of. art to the private
patrons, public support is our way of e
Ing that the arts are not limited to w
in two or thr

•

u.tlie!Piiv

!few.·.··

While government Is not obligated to sup..
port the arts. a free society is obligated to
guarantee the freedom for expression that
Is art's lifeblood. Not less than in the field
· of Journalism. an atmosphere of free expresBy honoring these seniors through sion Is essential to the vigor with which artinduction at the Broward Senior Hall lsts perform their function in society. n ls
of Fame, they are being recognized for no more in the public inte.--est to tame the .
their unselfish dedication to the com- arts than it would be to hamstring the.
munity. Senior citizens have been es- press.
pecially effective and generous in ~l,\'.'... B.ecause.,f~iil".:afFeltl>ressfcm:"isnating their time to volunteer service" · ·
~i~n ~..,
in Florida. That is why I introduced
~~con~n
nat.ional service legislation in 1989 to
promote senior citizens voluntarism
and convened a hearing on elderly volunteers in Boca Raton, FL.
..•
Mr. President, I ask you and my ~·.
Senate colleagues to Join me in con<That public support for the arts is a .fraggratulating these impressive Ameri- ile concept, easily upset by lack of political
restraint.
Is recognized most clearly by its
cans. Their commitment and accomplishments serve as an example to all opponents. U they can impose a narrow
of us, and I encourage them to contin- standard for acceptability of content. they
know that artists themselves may come to
ue their national sen'\T]ilce-ertde3.V<m>.e

----------2

WARD~TENSON

"PuBLIC

SUPPORT:

A

~~~.
dent, much has been said late

out
the Government's role
nding the
1mb&....an11..tne~1e-101 the National Endowment for the Arts in providing
that funding. I ask to submit for the
RECORD

th
that I e ieve car
ou
e societal benefits of Federal
funding of t..'le arts and the need for
continued support.
The article follows:
~

PuBI.Ic SUPPORT: A CONTRACT WITH THE
AllTs

<By Edward A. Martenson>
Taxpayer support for the arts Is not a
handout. It is recompense for public service.
In 1965, the government began to subsidize the arts modestly, in ways that were
carefully designed to address some important public purposes. Specifically, these
public purposes were:
<l >advancement of the arts, and elevation
of American culture;
BROWARD COUNTY, FL SENIORS
<2> de-centralization, or enhanced avail·
HONORED
ability of indigenous art in all regions; and
<3> price moderation, so that the arts are
o Mr. GRAHAM. Mr. President, I affordable
to all citizens.
would like to take this opportunity to
These public purposes a.re consistent with,
honor several Broward .County, FL but not primary to. the priorities of the art-'
seniors on the occasion of their March ists whose activities are subsidized. Under-
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The ability of the people to disagree
among themselves is a source of strength
for our democratic system. Not every disagreement is the government's business to
resolve, most particularly If it arises from a
matter of taste. Conservatives and liberals
agree on this point. but a surprising number
from both camps believe that financial partlclpation creates an obligation on lawmakers..
IS '11lhltsifor.
ic,,t. . ..

·

·

~~set

fu~nt;·a

.R~».
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_,. · ~
bllc arts

What damage would be caused by the
breakdown of public arts support?
Some suppose that the "punishment"
would be felt only by artists and arts lnstltutlons, and, of course, It Is true that the flnancial shock to them would be significant.
Artists-actors, orchestra musicians, ballet
dancers and writers, as well as visual artists-would be hungrier than they already
are.
But the greater effect would be measured
by a decline in the quality, quantity and
scope of cultural services offered to the
public. In particular, the arts would be far
less able to pay attention to those impartant purposes that Justified the public sup~e.J
e.

e

.

..

tha(
=~---·
Btlt
contract" between artists and
the public can remain strong only so long as
public officials restrain themselves from exercising approval over the art's content. Unfortunately, palltlcal self-restraint Is now
undergoing its greatest test In 25 years of
public arts support.
The burden of restraint is great for public
officials precisely because they are public
officials. Even on occasions when an artwork is outside the norms of good taste, lawmakers and the public could reasonably see
it as an isolated case that does not affect
.4.he overall usefulness of public arts support.
·on the other hand, a lapse of restraint on
the part of public officials necessarily Involves an Imposition of greater political control <whether or not liberal censorship Is involved), and the result is diminished free-

n<>se..
appro
..· holding subsidy on content grounds do not seem aware
that guidelines regarding the public acceptability of political, sexual and religious
themes would apply to all who apply for
NEA support. For this reason, systematic
review of content poses a threat to the creative independence of all artists and arts organizations, regardless of their place in the
aesthetic spectrum. Even without official
censorship, the effect could be the same.
Much misconception stems from the impression that the NEA paid the entire cost
of the two photos exhibitions that stimulated the recent controversy, and that It therefore Is solely responsible for their availability. In fact, this is not true. The NEA's authorizing statute generally requires at least
a one-for-one match for Its grant funds; an
lmpartant Implication Is that federal money
generally cannot flow Into an arts project
unless it also is validated by private gifts
and audience interest. The NEA is far from
alone In having seen merit In these projects,
and it was a minority partner In financing
them.

r:

ST. BARNABAS MEDICAL
CENTER CELEBRATES 125 YEARS
e Mr. LAUTENBERG. Mr. President,
on May 12, 1990, the St. Barnabas
Medical Center in Livingston, NJ, will
celebrate the 125th anniversary of its
founding. I rise to congratulate this
outstanding medical facility which has
educated young doctors since 1880.
Over the years this outstanding
medical facility, the first incorporated
hospital under New Jersey law in the
State, has been recognized throughout
the country for its many achievements. The first kidney transplant in
New Jersey was at St. Barnabas, and
today the medical center is a national
leader in treating end-stage renal disease and transplantation.
Thousands of critically burned patients have received treatment and
care at the St. Barnabas Burn Center,
New Jersey's only certified burn unit.
Today St. Barnabas is one of the five
leading gynecologic oncology centers
in the Northeast, and its radiation oncology department is recognized for its
treatment, training, and research programs. More than 70,000 babies have
been delivered at St. Barnabas, and
this year its high-risk maternity
center will deliver over 5,000 infants.
I am pleased to commend the many
achievements and contributions of this
outstanding medical facility. I congratulate St. Barnabas as it celebrates
its 125th year, and may its fine work
continue for many more years to
come.e
SALUTE TO THE RECYCLING
EFFORTS OF ALCAN RECYCLING
• Mr. McCONNELL. Mr. President, I
rise today to recognize the efforts a
company in Kentucky is making to address three vital issues facing our
Nation: solid waste management,
energy conservation, and clean air.
Alcan Recycling, a division of Alcan
Aluminum Corp., recently opened the
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world's largest aluminum can · recy- ·
cling facility in Berea, KY.
·
This facility, Mr. President, will
produce about 120,000 tons of recycled
aluminum a year. To do so, the plant
will operate 7 days a week, 365 days a
year, recycling 6 billion cans annually.
The facility will support about 100 industrial jobs and provide a substantial
boost to the economy of the region.
Through its new recycling facility,
Alcan is directly addressing the issue
of solid waste management. Recycling
is one of the four cornerstones of any
responsible solid waste management
program. The other three are source
reduction, landfills, and combustion.
As our Nation's landfill capacity
dwindles and local opposition discourages the siting of new landfills, we are
rapidly running out of space to put
our garbage. Combustion of solid
waste involves certain environmental
and health risks, and, again, local opposition has precluded siting of new
· combustion facilities. Recycling has,
therefore, assumed an increasingly important role in municipal solid waste
management. The Alcan facility in
Berea will contribute significantly to
the recycling efforts of the Nation in
general and of Kentucky specifically.
Alcan is also addressing the issue of
energy conservation. As a Nation, we
need to reexamine our energy conservation policies. Environmental concerns and resource availability dictate
that we must develop new ways to conserve our energy resources. Recycling
in general, and recycling of aluminum
in particular, is an important step in
this direction. At the Alcan recyling
facility, creating a new can from an
old can requires only 5 percent of the
energy needed to create a new can
from virgin materials. I'm told that, in
1 year, the energy saved from aluminum recycling would light every home
in Kentucky.
Finally, Mr. President, Alcan is addressing the issue of clean air. Clean
air, as we all know, has become a very
important issue in this Nation: This
Congress will soon debate the first
major overhaul of the Clean Air Act in
13 years. One of the problems with
which we will wrestle is how to balance the need for clean air with the
need to maintain a healthy, industrialbased economy. Well, Mr. President,
Alcan is doing its part to balance these
needs. Alcan's Berea recycling facility
is equipped with over $9 million of
state-of-the-art
pollution
control
equipment, meaning that over 20 percent of the cost of the Alcan facility is
devoted to clean air.
Mr. President, I am proud to represent in the Congress a company so
committed to environmental stewardship. The executives and employees of
Alcan are to be applauded for their
foresight and their understanding of
the challenges of our day and for their
dedicated efforts to meet those challenges.•
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~he ma~ion

~ispute
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is currently !equesting
on the
to use in Its efforts to I was very disturbed by developments
Ministry of Fin~ce to exert its good offl!!es assist.the U.S. mvest~r.
last week in the Transylvania region
to resolve the dlSPute, based on the decision
While local remedies are being pursued, of Romania an area inhabited by both
of the Bankruptcy court. A settlement the Department of State actively seeks
' .
would relieve SIAMTEC from having to in!- methods to facilitate an expeditious resolu- ~thnic Romanians and ethnic Hungartiate a civil suit in Thailand, an action tion of the dispute, for example by bringing ians. At least 300 people were injured
which SIAMTEC states would be expensive the dispute to the attention of the appropri- and at least 3 people were killed in a
and time-consuming.
ate ministry, or by Identifying the lndlvid- skirmish during which scythes and
URUAGUAY-SAYous
ual within the host gove"?IDent the l:!.S. in- pitchforks were turned against human
vestor should. contact to d1Scuss the d15pute, beings. At a time when many countries
Background
or ':>Y r~mindmg the. host goyernment of Its are contemplating turning swords into
Mr. Sayous alleges that In 1965 the GOU obhgat1ons under mtemat1onal la'l{__ and
h
·
b t
d
.
began a calculated harassment of his bus!- treaties.
P1ows ~res, an ug1Y mo
urne P1ownesses <beef slaughterhouse and canning faThe Interagency Staff Coordinating shares mto swords.
cilities>. which caused his business to de- Group on Expropriations (the "ExpropriaRomania's provisional Government
cline to the point of bankruptcy. In 1967, tion Group"), chaired by the Department of has now declared a state of emergency
the businesses sought Judicial action in State, meets regularly to review the devel- in the area and has sent in tanks to reorder to prevent auctioning of some of the opments In active lnvest~ent disputes, rec- store order. This is a welcome albeit
properties to satisfy Judgments of creditors. ommendlng steps that might lead to a reso- b l t d
t If th
· · · al Go
The moratorium was granted; however, Mr. lution. These steps Include direct negotiae a e ac ·
. e pro_vision . . . vern- ·
Sayous W<l.S unable to obtain sufficient fl- tions between the parties. facilitating ac- ment is ~o maintain its <:redibihty, it
nancing to pay his debts and was unable to tions by the U.S. government, exhaustion of must quickly and effectively act to
reach an agreement with his creditors local remedies, and International arbitration protect its citizens from all ·forms of
which would have allowed him to reopen his or other dispute settlement procedures violence. But it will take more than
busine5ses. In November 1968, the Sayous upon which the parties might be able to the strength of Government troops to
plants were taken by the GOU pursuant to agree.
.
quell the tensions that were unleashed
legislation. Mr. Sayous says he has been In
.Whei:t direct negotiations and local reme- last week. History has shown that
litigation in Uruguayan courts since 1967. dies fail to lead to a resolution, the Expro.
Uruguay disagrees that Sayous' valuation of priation Group analyzes the dispute to de- force is no substitute fo_r di~o~.
his businesses and argues that Sayous is es- termine what further action the DepartFor 40 years,. total_itanamsm pretopped by !aches.
ment of State should take. Using the lnfor- vented an open dIBCussion between Romation provided by the parties-which manians and Hungarians regarding
Recent developments
should include their positions and evidence the issues that divide them. Their dlfIn July of 1989, the GSP Subcommittee developed during the course of t~elr negoti- ferences were repressed, but they did
accepted for formal review an expropriation atlons and efforts to resolve t~e .ISSue In the not go away. For the first time in decpetition filed by Mr. Sayous. Mr. Sayous re- host co~try-t11:e Expropriation Group ades these groups can confront the
quests that the President suspend GSP eli- analyzes, inter aha, whether an expropria. .•
.
gibility because of the alleged violation of tion <without adequate compensation> or difficult questions which are at the
Section 502<b><4> of the Trade Act of 1974. other violation of International law has oc- heart of last week's events. The procThe GSP Subcommittee requested that curred. Where there has been such an ex- ess of resolving these issues will not be
the Expro Group make a determination re- propriation or violation. the U.S. Depart- easy, and it may be long. But it must
garding the technical and legal aspects of ment of State makes a formal demarche to happen: All parties involved-govern.:; whether or not an expropriation had oc- the host gove~ent seeking P!ompt, ade- ments and private groups, .Romanians
curred within the context of Section qua~ and effective com~nsat1on for the and Hungarians-must immediately
502<b><4> <A>. <Bl or <C> of the Tariff and U.S..mvestor. The Expropriation Group also beain a dialog to resolve their differTrade Act of 1984. In addition, the Group cons1ders whether the H1ckenlooper Amend"'
.
~--......... was asked to determine whether Uruguay
ment, the Gonzalez Amendments, the GSP ences. Interethnic violence, long the
has
made
or
Is making good faith efforts to provision of the Trade Act of 1974 and scourge of central Europe, must not be
1 provide prompt, adequate and effective comother relevant statutes are applicabl~ and permitted to undermine the de. mocra
... t.
pensation to the petitioner or is otherwise recommends to the appropriate authority ic reform movements takin!L__bold
taking· steps to discharge its international <USTR, Secretary of State or Secretary o f z : : d a y .--'::_~c::-.c,,_-"'°:::::::::=--- · '~.
obligations under Section 502<b><4><D>. The Treasury) whether statutory sanctions
·· ---------...._")'
Expro Group's determination will be sub- should be applied.
mitted to the GSP Subcommittee In FebruUnfortunately, there are~. where U.S.
NATIONAL ENDOWMENT FOR
ary 1990.
Investors seek to bypass the 1mtlal stages
THE ARTS
'
dispute settlement and to go directly to a
THE PROCESS BY WHICH U.S. INVESTMENT
plication of sanctions found In U.S. dom
e Mr. KERREY. Mr. President,
DISPUTES ARE RESOLVED
o discuss th
dowIn the September 13, 1989 Report of the tic legislation or seek special U.S. legislation
Senate Committee on Appropriations on the to force the host government to settle the ment for the Arts and their proposal
Foreign Assistance and Related Programs dispute on the U.S. Investor's terms. The to have their appropriations unreu.s. Government cannot properly relieve
·
d
hi bod
t
Appropriations Bill, 1989 <H.R. 2939) the U.S.
investors of the burden of exhausting stricte by the 1anguage t . s
Ya Subcommittee on Foreign Operations ex- available
local
remedies.
This
is
required
by
tached
last
year
in
the
midst
of
the
pressed concern that disputes between U.S. International law and we would require it of Mapplethorpe-Serrano debates.
.
investors and foreign governments take too
I believe the proposal by the Nationlong to resolve. The report raises the ques- foreign Investors investing In the United
al Endowment for the Arts is reasonation whether the U.S. Department of State States.
In summary, a U.S. Investor's dispute with ble and necessary. I believe we should
should be moi;e active In assisting a speedy
resolution of such disputes and whether ad- a foreign government will be most quickly accept the revisions they have made in
ditional legislation would be helpful .. This r~solved where the .u.s. Investor enters their review process as sufficient to
negotiations with the host govern·b· · ·
f
·
paper outlines the process by which U.S. In- direct
ment, seeks facilitative good offices from protect the ~ensi ihties o ~ost. .
vestment disputes may be resolved.
the
U.S.
Department
of
State,
and
exhausts
I
also
believe
that
President
Bush
In many cases, Investment disputes are· resolved promptly and amicably through ne- all local remedies. If these steps do not yield was correct and deserves a round of
gotiation between the parties. In other results, the Investor should discuss interna- applause for supporting this recomcases, one or both of the parties take posi- tional arbitration or other dispute settle- mendation. He is likely to receive some
tions that preclude a prompt resolution. In ment procedures with the host government. criticism from certain elements of his
such cases, International law generally re- If local remedies and voluntary dispute reso- own political party He deserves ·the
quires that local remedies must be exhaust- lutio!l mechanisms fail, the IJ,lvestor should recognition and co~gratulations from
provide thorough documentation of the U.S.
i
h
· t
d II
ed by the injured investor. This allows the Investor's
to the Expropriation Amer cans w o want their ax o ars
host government to provide redress for the Group andposition
request
that
the
Group
take
well
spent
but
who
also
prefer
that
art
Injury through Its own legal system and re- action pursuant to applicable U.S. statutes. be created independent of political
duces the number of International disputes
censorship.
between governments. Exhaustion of local
Georgia O'Keefe is an artist whose
remedies also helps to refine the issues of
EVENTS .IN TRANSYLVANIA
creations have offended very few. I
fact and law, as the two sides have to explain and document their positions. This • Mr. DECONCINI. Mr. President, as have never heard anyone-even those
gives the U.S. Government Improved Infer- Chairman of the Helsinki Commission, who do not like her art-describe her
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paintings as obscene. She would never
have gained the additional publicity of
being debated on the Senate floor.
However, the freedom to create according to her own thoughts and
imagination was just as important to
Georgia O'Keefe as it is to every creative person. She, of course, did not
have to take advantage of that freedom. It took enormous effort and
energy for her to do so. The discipline
required of her and other gifted artists
taken in an atmosphere of freedom is
what enables creation and discovery to
occur.
There is a wonderful couple of paragraphs by Georgia O'Keefe which illustrates the importance of our accepting the· recommendation of the National Endowment for the Arts:

It was In the fall of 1915 that I first had
the Idea that what I had been taught was of
little value to me except for the use of my
materials as a language-charcoal, pencil,
pen and Ink, watercolor, pastel, and oil. I
had become fluent with them when I was so
young that they were simply another language that I handled easily. But what to say
with them? I had been taught to work like
others and after careful thinking I decided
·that I wasn't going to spend the rest of my
life doing what had already been done.
I hung on the wall the work that I had
been doing for several months. Then I sat
down and looked at It. I could see how each
painting or drawing had been done according to one teacher or another, and I said to
myself: "I have things in my head that are
not like what anyone has taught meshapes and ideas so near to me-so natural
to my way of being and thinking that it
hasn't occurred to me to put them down." I
decided to start anew-to strip away what I
had been taught-to accept my own true
thinking. This was one of the best times of
my life.
There was no one around to look at what I
was doing-no one Interested-no one to say
anything about it one way or another. I was
alone and singularly free, working on my
own-unknown-no one to satisfy but
myself. I began with charcoal and paper and
decided not to use any color until it was impossible to do what I wanted to do In black
·and white. I believe It was June before I
needed blue.

Mr. President, there is more than
good advice for us concerning the National Endowment for the Arts in
these good words. There is advice for
good living and good politics. But
that's the way it is with artists. They
are apt to inspire us to do things we
did not believe we could do.e

Thomas Sutherland of the American
University of Beirut;
Frank Herbert Reed of the Lebanon
International School;
Joseph James Cicippio of the American University of Beirut;
Edward Austin Tracy, author;
Jesse Turner of Beirut University
College;
Alann Steen of Beirut University
College; and
Robert Polhill of Beirut University
College.
Furthermore, I would also like to
take this moment to honor Lt. Col.
William Higgins who was executed by
his captors last summer.
In addition to our fellow Americans,
we must also remember all .of the
Western hostages who have passed
hundreds of days and nights in the
custody of hostile captors. Mr. President, it is my hope that a resolution to
the hostage crisis in Lebanon will be
found so our fellow Americans and
friends will again be free.o
ABNER W. SIBAL ENDORSES
CONGRESSIONAL TERM LIMITATION
e Mr. HUMPHREY. Mr. President,
Members who disagree that congressional term limitation is a concept
whose time has come may have lost
touch with the folks back home. One
need only look to the States and our
constituents to affirm the desire this
year showed 70 percent of the American public in favor of term limitation.
Last year, the State of South Dakota
passed a resolution petitioning Con·
gress to adopt, and send to the States
to ratify, a constitutional amendment
to limit terms. This year, similar resolutions have been introduced in almost
20 states. In February, the legislatures
in the State of Utah passed a resolution, and in March, the legislature of
my own State, New Hampshire, passed
one. I would like to share with my colleagues today, a letter from Mr. Abner
W. Sibal, who represented the Sixth
District of Connecticut from 1961 to
1965. Mr. President, I ask that Mr.
Sibal's letter appear in the RECORD immediately following my remarks, and I
again urge my colleagues to consider
this important reform.
The letter is as follows:
HARTFORD,

REMEMBRANCE . OF AMERICAN
HOSTAGES BEING HELD IN
LEBANON
• Mr. CHAFEE. Mr. President, today
I join the students, faculty, and administration of Burrillville High
School in recognizing March 16, 1990,
as the anniversary of the kidnaping of
Associated Press Bureau Chief, Terry
Anderson.
With him are seven other Americans
being held by pro-Iranian extremists. I
would like to read the names of those
individuals in hope that Americans
across this Nation will continue to remember them:

CT,

Februarv 27, 1990.

Hon.

GoRDON

J. HUMPHREY,

Hart Senate Office Building, Washington,
DC.

DEAR SENATOR HUMPHREY: In response to
your letter of February 20 you may certain·
lY cite me as supporting Senate Joint Resolution 235, and I congratulate you and Senator De Concini for sponsoring It.
The changes which have led to abuse in
fund-raising practices over the relatively
recent past, coupled with abuse of the frank
have almost eliminated Issues, ability and
Integrity as the important factors in congressional elections. It's regretable that·
steps such as yours must be taken since
many members with longer service than 12
years have served with distinction, but Congress must regain the confidence and re·

March 21: 1990

spect It once enjoyed as a coequal branch of
government and it appears that Senate
Joint Resolutlonis 235 is a way to move
toward that goal.
Sincerely,
ABNER W. SIBAL, .
Attorney at Law.e

HUMAN RIGHTS IN CW3A
e Mr. MACK. Mr. President, I would
like to submit for the attention of the
Senate a resolution passed by the Governor and cabinet of the State of Florida on the human rights situation in
Cuba. The resolution calls for the release of three long-term Political prisoners: Mario Chanes de Armas, Ernesto Diaz Rodriguez, and Alfredo
Mustelier Neuvo. All three have suffered over 20 years in Cuban prisons.
Mario Chanes has been held in prison
longer than any other known political
prisoner in the world today-28 years.
In a letter to the United Nations
Secretary General Javier Perez de
Cuellar, Florida Governor Bob Martinez said the resolution "celebrates the
spirit of freedom that bums in the
hearts" of Cubans who have worked to
attain freedom and democracy for the
people of Cuba.
As we celebrate the wave of freedom
that has swept Eastern Europe,
Panama, and now Nicaragua, we must
not forget the people of Cuba. As
Fidel Castro becomes increasingly isolated, he has also become more desperate. Now is the time for all free peoples to stand with the people of Cuba,
and let them know we will not forget
them.
I commend Governor Martinez for
this resolution and, as a cochairman of
the Senate Cuba Freedom Caucus, ask
that the State of Florida resolution of
March 5, 1990, be included at this
point in the RECORD.
The resolution is as follows:
RESOLUTION
Whereas, January 28, 1990, marked the
137th anniversary of the birth of Jose
Marti. the Apostle of Cuba's independence
from Spain; and
Whereas, Jose Marti denounced the oi>pressive Spanish regime, proclaimed freedom and preached the revolution for Independence initially by giving lectures, writing
articles, delivering speeches, uniting his
countrymen and attracting support and resources throughout the United States and
especially In Tampa and Key West; and
Whereas, February 24, 1990, marked the
95th anniversary of the outbreak of the
Revolution for Independence from Spain
which Jose Marti proclaimed and preached
and for which he ultimately gave his life on
the battlefield on behalf of the freedom of
his beloved country, Cuba; and
. ,,.
Whereas, recent events In Eastern Europe
have brought international attention to the
popular wave of uprisings, peaceful or oth·
erwlse, that have been sweeping from
Poland and Hungary to czechoslovakia,
Germany, Bulgaria and Romania; and
Whereas. freedom-loving people through
the civilized world are becoming increasing· ·
ly aware of the perverse, oppressive nature
of the Communist regimes that have been
ruling through repression, terror and blood·
shed not only In Eastern Europe but also in

CONGRESSIONAL RECORD-- Extensi0ns of Remarks' Today,' ln every city and' ·state, -when·
AmeriCllilll talk•:up their:home•town.invari[)allat;:1[ntt~~~~<99fr.Teiacriar"Oi~ably·they-mentlon the:~ local:orchesr theater. or museum, r.. l
e...It.

E 993.:1:

the considerable entertainment·· of· us alli' 1 '9.
·an<L like him' the· Endowment> keePS'·•-on•-•-"
going; It has contrttmted;mightily. to· the-t:~
creative.geniusof.AmeriCaltosrt;:music-;.-llt<' ;1;-.,
erature, theater-.- and - dance. which -- to lnYl ~.;
wife and other foreigners Is the -most-.gor-.--..
geous aspect.of. this country. Long.• may tL
wave. I hope it lives· another 25 · years;; I; ..
hopewe·wm continue-to argue-about it.-···

HON. RICHARD E. NEAL
OF MASSACHUSETTS·

IN T".riE HOUSE OF: REPRESENTa'l:IVES

Wednesday; April 4, 1990

r,

·,

..•
May 17, 1990
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A CONGRESSIONAL SALUTE TO
FLOYD CLAY IN HONOR OF
HIS SELECTION AS THE "1990
MAN OF THE YEAR"

HON. GLENN M. ANDERSON

.{

TRIBUTE TO THE BEDFORD
POLICE DEPARTMENT
HON~

CHESTER G. ATKINS
or MASSACHUSETTS

Uf THE HOUSE OP REPRESENTATIVES

Thursday, May 17, 1990
Mr. ATKINS. Mr. Speaker~ I rise· today on
the occasion ot National Police Week to pay
tribute to the Bedford Police Dei>artment tor.
their dedicated and outstanding service to the
people of Bedford. MA,. in the protection of.
life, liberty, and property ..
Each day tha newspapers are full. ot stories

nf violence and lawbreaking- which, others

E 1577

times as too folksy~ and at no times: has It
pleased all of the people all at once. But not
until la.st year was It ever hit with an obscenity rap.
At that time the Endowment partly. financed a retrospective of photographs by
Robert Mapplethorpe, some of which depicted a sadomasochistic male homosexual
subculture. And last year- the Endo'l\--ment
awarded $15,000 to Andres Serrano, one of
whose photographs was of a crucifix submerged In the artist's urine. The work m
both men Is confrontational, and· unneniing..
It has also become· the weapon of those determined to smear and trash thee Endow-

